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Abstract

We report on charmonium state production in pA and S-U
collisions. Experimental data are reviewed. The present status of the
interpretation of charmonium suppression is discussed. Finally new
preliminary results about Pb-Pb collisions are presented.



PHYSICS WITH DIMUONS

L Introduction
Since 1986, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) has been the object of an

active research in heavy ion collisions. The first round of experiments
with light projectiles O, Si and S has given a tremendous amount of
informations about the formation of matter at high energy density [1] but
without an unambiguous proof of the formation of a QGP. For instance,
the study of strangeness production has shown that the matter which is
formed is probably thermalized and close to chemical equilibrium. The
transverse size of the volume is of course of crucial importance as larger
systems are more amenable to equilibrium and all the present
observations have to be confronted to the behaviour of more extended
systems as provided by the Pb beams available at CERN since the
end of 1994.

Among the possible experiments devoted to this physics, those
measuring dimuons produce a wide variety of signals which can be
compared and correlated : charmonium state production, study of the
hidden strangeness <J> vector meson, search for thermal dimuons have
been proposed as potential signatures of QGP formation [1] while the well
known Drell-Yan process can be used as a reference.

In this paper, I will focus mainly on charmonium state production
and on the search for thermal photons as studied with O and S ions. The
comparison with p-induced collisions has been very much debated these
last years and is an essential step to identify trivial A-dependences from
possible new physics. I will try to assess where we stand in this
comparison. This will provide a reference for the presentation of new and
preliminary results concerning JAj/ production in Pb-Pb collisions. Finally,
as most of the results I will refer to come from NA38-NA50 experiments, I
will give a description of this experimental set-up.

n. The NA38-NA50 experiments
1) The set-up
NA38 and NA50 are high luminosity experiments dedicated to

heavy ion physics. They measure muon pairs correlated to the centrality
of the collision on an event by event basis. The detector is mainly composed
of a dimuon spectrometer, an active target, centrality detectors and some
beam counters. The muon spectrometer [fig. 1] includes an air-core



toroidal magnet of hexagonal symmetry, and 8 multiwire proportional
chambers (PC 1 to 8 on the figure) - defining the kinematical quantities of
the dimuons - 4 hodoscopes of plastic scintillator slabs ( Rl to R4 on the
figure) - used to create a fast trigger - and a 5 meter long hadron C+(Fe)
absorber.

The target regions are shown on fig. 2 (NA38) and fig. 3 (NA50). For
NA38 the active target (10 subtargets of 1.7% interaction each) is a
multiple subtarget system surrounded by cylindrical coaxial scintillators.
It identifies the subtarget where the interaction takes place and the
possible reinteraction of a spectator fragment in a down-stream subtarget.
These last events are rejected in the final analysis. The conception of
NA50 active target (7 subtargets of 1% interaction length each in 1994) is
similar to that of NA38. But the scintillators are replaced by quartz blades
to cope with the high radiation level related to Pb beams.

Ft 1 2 3 4

Hadron absorber Rl R2 Toroidal magnet R3

Fig. 1: The NA38 - NA50 muon spectrometer

The main difference between NA38 and NA50 concerns the
centrality detectors. For NA38, there is only an electromagnetic
calorimeter which measures the neutral transverse energy in the pseudo-
rapidity region 1.7 < rj < 4.1. This calorimeter is made of plastic

scintillating fibers imbedded in Pb. The muons suffer elastic scattering in
the calorimeter which degrades the mass resolution of the muon pair. In
NA50, neutral particles are only measured in the rapidity range 1.5 < T| <
2.7 which is outside the acceptance of the spectrometer (2.8 < r| < 4). Inside
the acceptance of the spectrometer, a BeO absorber reduces the effect of
multiple scattering. Benefiting also from an increase of the magnetic field
in the spectrometer, the mass resolution at the J/\y mass thus improves
from 145 MeV (NA38 S-U) to 100 MeV (Na50 Pb-Pb).



NA38 Details of the target region
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Fig. 2 : Overview of the target region of NA38

As in usual fixed target muon experiments, the beam is stopped
inside the hadron absorber in a W-U plug. But in the NA50 set-up, the
beginning of the plug is replaced by a zero-degree calorimeter which
provides another determination of the centrality of the collision. This
calorimeter is 5 x 5 cm2 wide 65 cm long. It is made of quartz fibers
imbedded in Tantalum. Despite its very small size it has a good mass
resolution a/E ~ 5% for Pb. Its very fast signals allow to use it at the
maximum luminosity of 107 interactions/second.
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FIG. 3 : Overview of the target region of NA50

Finally a refined system using beam detectors and a specific
electronic set-up identifies double interactions within less than 20 ns
which is the reading time of the photomultipliers. Such double
interactions could spoil the determination of the centrality of the collision
and are rejected in the final sample of events.



2) Background subtration
A huge combinatorial background due to the decay of pions and kaons has
to be subtracted to the n+u- pair spectra. It is estimated from the like-sign
pairs also measured in the experiment through the relation :

dMBf
= R 8 dM+ dM+

/dN++dN-
VdM. dM.

where the subscript refers to the sign of the magnetic field.
RBg is taken equal to unity for heavy ion collisions but it is bigger

than 1 for low multiplicity events where some correlation is expected
between positive and negative mesons. It has been measured in the case of
pW collisions by changing the length of absorber between target and
projectile Rfig (pW) = 1.19 ± 0.04. It must be noted that in order to be sure
that like-sign pairs have the same acceptance in the spectrometer than
opposite-sign pairs, a special cut has been introduced in the analysis. An
event is accepted only if it also satisfies the trigger requirements when the
sign of the magnetic field is reversed.
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Fig. 4 : S-U background and opposite-sign M^+ ^- distribution.
The insert displays their ratio

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the important contribution of background
for SU and Pb-Pb central collisions. In the case of Pb-Pb, in the invariant
mass region 2.2 - 2.8 GeV/c2 which will be used as a reference in the
following the background contribution is of the order of 60% while it is
about 10% below the J/y.
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Fig. 5 : The same as fig. 4 for Pb-Pb

3) Centrality determination
A typical neutral transverse energy EOT spectrum for Pb-Pb

collisions is shown on fig. 6.

250

ET IGeV)

Fig. 6 : Neutral transverse energy of Pb-Pb collisions

Notice the special shape of the spectrum and the lack of events at low EOT
due to the properties of the dimuon trigger and to the inefficiency of the
active target. Events of a given centrality range can be obtained when
selecting the corresponding EOT values.
The correlation between EOT and the zero degree energy (fig.7) can also be
used to define the centrality of the collision.
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Fig. 7 : Correlation between the neutral transverse energy
and the zero degree energy

III. Charmonium state production in light ions induced collisions
In 1996, it had been proposed by Matsui and Satz [2] that in case of

the formation of a QGP, J/y production should be suppressed due to
screening effects related to the high density of colour charges in the
medium. It was also proposed that the suppression should be stronger at
low pr and stronger for the y ' which is an excited, bigger state, of the cc
system.

In order to study charmonium state suppression a reference is
needed which behaviour as a function of the centrality of the collision can
be predicted. Drell-Yan dimuons were proposed [2] to offer this reference.
However, for statistical reasons, dimuons in the mass continuum 1.7 - 2.7
GeV/c2 have been used in the first papers of NA38 [3]. I will first discuss
the nature of the mass continuum in this region where thermal dimuons
where predicted to appear.

1) The continuum in the intermediate mass region
The Drell-Yan mechanism is not expected to be the only process

between the <|> and J/fy resonances but semi-leptonic decays of D, D mesons
and possible thermal photons can also contribute. Drell-Yan and charm
processes have been simulated using PYTHIA (version 5.6) [4] as an event
generator. The GRV LO parametrization [5] as taken from the PDFLIB



package [6] has been chosen for the nucleon structure functions. The D D
events were simulated using a width of 0.8 GeV for the gaussian
primordial k/r distribution. The mass of the charm quark has been
assumed to be 1.5 GeV. But it has been checked that changes in mc (from
1.5 to 1.2 GeV) or in the parton distribution function did not have any
visible influence on the shape of the mass spectrum of the charm
component within the statistical fluctuations.

Finally, PYTHIA being restricted to nucleon-nucleon collisions,
Drell-Yan process has been generated for the different nucleon-nucleon
combinations to take into account the isospin of the projectile. It has been
found that a 15% correction was necessary to compare pW to SU for Drell-
Yan in the mass range 1.5 - 5.5 GeV/c2. In the case of the charm
component, mainly produced by gluon fusion, such a correction is not
necessary. For the Drell-Yan above the y ' it has been checked that the
experimental spectra were well reproduced by PYTHIA as long as the
simulated values were multiplied by a factor K=2.1 ± 0.2 in agreement
with other experiments [7].
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Fig. 8 : Opposite sign mass spectra distributions subtracted from
background. Left: one set of pW data. Right: SU data

The results of the fit to the experimental data are shown on fig. 8 for
pW and SU [8]. In the case of pW, the experimental spectrum is well
reproduced above 1.5 Gev/c2 by the four components JA|/, \y\ Drell-Yan
and charm. But the extrapolation of these components to SU fails to
reproduce the spectrum in the intermediate mass region. An "excess" is
defined in the mass range 1.5 - 2.5 GeV/c2 which is the ratio between the
measured pairs and the expected one. The "excesss" is found to be 1.26 ±
0.10. If, instead of constraining the charm and Drell-Yan components to



their values from PYTHIA, they are left free, then the "excess" is observed
to behave like charm.

A similar but stronger excess has been found by the Helios/3
experiment [9]: "excess" = 2.43 ± 0.42 in the same mass range as NA38.
The main difference between the two experiments is the kinematic
domain which is more in the forward region for Helios.

The nature of this "excess" is for the moment not clear. Its
centrality dependence has been studied in both experiments without a
clear answer within the statistical errors but within a restricted range of
impact parameters for Helios. If really, no (or very little) centrality
dependence is confirmed in the future, the production of thermal dimuons
should be ruled out. It will be interesting to study the fate of this "excess"
in Pb-Pb collisions.

2) J/\ff suppression
J/\|/ production has been studied by the NA38 collaboration in

collisions induced by 0 and S ions on Cu and U targets. When it is
compared to that of dimuons in the mass continuum between 1.7 and 2.7
GeV/c2, a strong suppression [3, 10] is measured (fig. 9) for an increasing
centrality of the collision. The energy density e has been shown to be a
relevant parameter to describe this suppression. It has been observed also
that J/\|/ suppression is stronger at low pr [10, 12].

o

e (GeV/frn )

Fig. 9 : Ratio of the production cross sections of JAj/ and continuum
dimuon in the mass range 1.7-2.7 GeV as a function of the energy density
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Fig. 10 : Ratio of the production cross-sections of J/ty and Drell-Yan pairs
in the mass range 1.5-5.5 GeV/c2 as a function of transverse energy

The nature of the continuum between 1.7 and 2.7 GeV/c2 being very
much discussed (see above), in the case of S-U the high mass Drell-Yan
pairs have also been used as a reference due to the good statistics in the
measurement. The obtained ratios *F/DY are displayed on fig. 10 for 4 EOT

bins. The value obtained for pW is shown for comparison on the figure
with the 15% correction included to take into account the different isospins
of proton and S.

a = 7.1+-1.9 mb

Fig. 11 : The same as fig. 9 and 10 plotted as a function of the length of
matter in the final state. The ratios are fitted with an exponantial shape
according to exp(-poaL)



A possible estimator of the centrality of the collision is L [11], the
length of matter in the final state after the cc pair formation. On fig. 11 the
ratios ^/continuum and y/DY are plotted as a function of L. These ratios
are fitted with an exponential shape according to the expression
exp(-poaL) where po = 0.138 nucleon/fm3 is the density of usual nuclear
matter and a is an effective absorption cross-section. The meaning of a
will be discussed later on. One can see that the values of a, of the order of 7
mb, are similar for both ratios. That confirms that the continuum in the
1.7-2.7 GeV/c2 mass region is very little Ex-dependent.

Finally on fig. 12, J/y production cross-sections measured at 200
GeV [8, 14] [15] are also plotted as a function of L. Here again the a value
obtained is of the order of 7 mb. No discontinuity seems to appear between
pA and AB collisions. This will be further discussed in § IV. 1

3) Y' production
y ' production has been studied for SU collisions and compared to

that of J/y. It has been found (fig. 13) that y' is more suppressed than J/y
when the centrality of the collision increases. [8, 16]
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Fig. 12 : JA|/ production cross-sections
as a function of the length of matter
in the final state
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Fig. 13: Ratio of the
production cross-sections of
\\i' and JA|r as a function of the
neutral transverse energy

IV Charmonium state production in p-induced collisions

1) Jl y production

As explained above (fig. 12) it seems that there is no discontinuity
between pA and AB collisions. This is not only the case at 200 GeV but is



observed whatever the beam energy and whatever the nature of the
projectile as discussed in ref. [13]. This is shown on fig. 14 [11] where SU
results are compared to the cross-sections/nucleon measured for J/Y
production in the two experiments E772 (pA collisions at 800 GeV) [17] and
E537(KA collisions at 125 GeV)[18]. The exponential fit is performed on SU
data. The cross-sections of E772 and E537 are arbitrarily normalized on
the fit for the W target.
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Fig. 14 : Comparison between the JA|r suppression in SU
and in projectile -A collisions

2) y' production
The situation is very different for the y' vector meson which,

contrary to the SU case, is not more suppressed than the JA|/ in pA
collisions. On fig. 15 which puts together results from NA38 at 200 GeV
[16] on W and U targets, from NA38 at 450 GeV [19] on C, Al, Cu and W
targets and from NA51 at 450 GeV [19] on H2 and D2 targets, a constant
value of the ratio R = B<rjA|/ / B'ay- = 1.74 ± 0.20 % is obtained as a function
of the atomic number of the target, in agreement with other experiments
[19]. Finally the ratio R does not depend on energy as can be seen on figure
16 where it is plotted as a function of the center of mass energy.

V. Which physics ?
The meaning of charmonium state suppression has been very

much debated during the past decade. Is it the indication of a QGP
formation or is it only trivial effects of hadronic matter in these collisions ?

The lack of discontinuity between pA and AB collisions for JA|/
suppression has been advocated [13] as the sign that no new physics was
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Fig. 15 : Ratio of the production cross-section of y' and JA|/ for different pA
collisions. The meaning of the symbols is the folloing : stars, NA51
experiment at 450 GeV - triangles, NA38 experiment at 450 GeV - squares,
NA38 experiment at 200 GeV - black dots, other experiments
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Fig. 16 : The same as fig. 15 plotted as a function of the center of mass
energy. The meaning of the symbols is similar to that of figure 15

appearing. The suppression could be due to interactions with nucleons
[13] with comovers [20]. This was soon contradicted on the basis of time
scale arguments [21]. Indeed, at the considered beam energies, JA|/ i s
mainly formed from gluon fusion which produces a small cc pair in a
colour octet state. This state will subsequently neutralize its colour giving
rise to a small singlet cc pair which will finally evolve into a JA|/. (The fate
of ace pair which leads to a \|/' is similar). In dimuon experiments where



a thick hadron absorber is needed, measured J/ty's are always fast as
compared to matter. The Lorentz time dilation has to be taken into
account. That means that the final JAy (\|/') is formed far outside the
matter. Inside the matter, the small singlet cc pair should suffer very
little effect from the medium and in a similar way for JAy or \|/' [22, 23].
This explains the constant \|r'A|/ ratio in pA collisions but shadowing [24,
25] has to be advocated to explain the JAy suppression itself. However
shadowing is in contradiction with the constant "absorption" cross-section
a of - 7 mb which is obtained wathever the beam energy [13]. It is also in
contradiction with the XF (or xi) scaling observed in the XF distributions
measured in different experiments at different energies [26].

A new and very clarifying idea has been proposed recently [27]
which seems to account for all the experimental results. If the JAy wave
function is decomposed into its Fock components, the higher components
correspond generally to small relativistic corrections. However the next to
leading Fock space component I (cc)gg> (a colour octet cc pair + a gluon)

seems to play a major role in the colour neutralisation. This state is
shown to have the same size for the JAy, the \|/' and the %. And it is its
interaction with matter at the beginning of the life of the cc pair which
explains the absorption of the fast J/y or VJ/'. The absorption cross-section
is calculated to be of the order of 6-7 mb in agreement with the
experimental observation. The ratio \|/ '/JAy should thus be constant in pA
collisions in this scenario.

For nucleus-nucleus collision, the comparison between JAp and \p'
production tests the presence of a medium in a later stage where JAy and
V' are fully formed. The fact that no additional suppression is observed for
the JAy is attributed to the absence of deconfined matter [27]. Indeed, it is
claimed in ref. [28] that hard gluons are needed to break a JAy and they
are not available in confined matter. At the opposite, y ' which is a more
loosely bound state can be dissociated in hadronic matter and the
additional suppression of y ' in SU collisions is attributed to the debris of
the collision (stopped nucleons or hadrons) [27].

These new ideas are very interesting as they provide a possible
distinction between confined and deconfined matter. In particular they
give a good basis for the analysis of the new Pb-Pb results and an essential
question is : is there a stronger JA|/ suppression in these collisions which
could be the first discontinuity observed in JAy production ?



VI. J/\\r production in Pto-Pb experiments
I will present here preliminary results concerning Pb-Pb collisions.
One of the first questions is to know in which domain of centrality

the experiment is performed in order to define what should be expected if
production can be extrapolated from S-U collisions.

0 0.2 0.C 0.6 0.8 1.0

ET lb ) /E T (O)

Fig. 17 : Energy density £ as a function of Er for a symmetric system.
Both e and ET are normalized to their value at zero impact parameter
(from ref. [29])

In ref. [29], it has been shown (fig. 17) that for transverse energies higher
than 0.35 times the mean transverse energy at b=0, the energy density
changes by less than 10% as compared to the energy density at b=0. It is
similar if L is used as an estimator of the centrality. In the ET range of
NA50, L should be roughly beteen 10 and 11 fm with a centrality
dependence similar to that of E. The particular behaviour of E or L with the
centrality is a specific property of symmetric systems. In NA50, where the
low transverse energies are depleted due to the dimuon trigger (fig. 6),
E0T/E0T(b=0) is always higher than 0.35. The J/\|/ suppression is thus
expected to be very similar in the 4 EOT bins if the collision scenario is
similar to the SU case.

J/y production has been compared to that of pairs in the mass
continuum betwween 2.2 and 2.8 GeV/c2. In the more central EOT bin, the
J/ty is more suppressed than in the more peripheral bin as can be seen on



fig. 18 where the spectra are normalized to their values in the mass
continuum.

Pb+Pb collisions (norm = 2 2-2.8 GeV)

20 -

peripherol
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Pig. 18 : Invariant mass spectra of the muon pairs for Pb-Pb collisions.
The black points correspond to central collisions, the grey ones to
peripheral. Both spectra are normalized to their value in the mass
continuum 2.2-2.8 GeV/c2- They are background subtracted

J/y suppression is shown on fig. 19. The scale in EoT/EoT(b=0) is only
approximate (correct within 10%) as a detailed study of the EOT spectrum
has not yet been performed. Despite the very low statistics,

o
o
in 2.5 - cont = 2.2 - 2.8 GeV

0.5
E,/F,(b-O)

Fig. 19 : J/y suppression as a function of EOT in Pb-Pb collisions.
Transverse energy is normalized to its mean value at b=0. There is - 10%
uncertainty on this scale



suppression seems to increase with the centrality of the collision, contrary
to what would be expected.

This result is very encouraging but of course must be checked with
better statistics. Some additional informations are needed.
- What is the absolute value of the JA|/ suppression in order to compare to
SU collisions ?
- What is the nature of the continuum in the mass region 2.2-2.8 GeV/c2 ?
Is there still an "excess" ?
- What is the v ' / J/y ratio ?
-What is the pr-dependence of JAy suppression ?

All these questions should be answered in the 1995 run where the
luminosity is expected to be ten times higher and the effective data taking
longer.

VII. Conclusion
Charmonium state suppression is a very vivid domain where, after

many debates, a general description seems to emerge from both light ion
and proton induced collisions.

Although the general conclusion is that apparently no deconfined
matter is formed in SU reactions, it seems that there is now the possibility
to distinguish between confined and deconfined matter. In that respect,
the new preliminary results for the Pb-Pb system are encouraging and are
to be checked with better statistics.
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Question from EL Stoecker:
You showed clearly that the ratio J/V to background should not be taken
with continuum pairs of M < 3 GeV, a point which had been discussed for
a while. Will there be enough statistics to do the high M (> 4 GeV)
continuum for the Pb+Pb system ?

Answer:
Yes, you are right. The high mass continuum pairs are a very important
reference for Pb-Pb. In 1995, we hope to run at a luminosity about 10 times
higher than in 1994. This should open the opportunity of using these pairs
as a reference not only for the J/ty and y ' production but also for the low
mass continuum pairs (M < 3 GeV/c2)-

Question from G. Fai:
Claudie, you said that you will return to the question of how the L values
are determined. How are they averaged ? Are sharp surface nuclei used,
etc.?

Answer:
In the case of pA collisions, L is just 3/4 of the radius of the target
L=3/4 r0 A-I/A A^3
In the case of AB collisions, L is determined, in each ET bin, from the
measured <pT>j/v. It has been shown that <pT>jfy as a function of ET is

well reproduced by initial state interactions. It thus defines Li which is
the length of matter in the initial state.
<Px>J/y (ET) = <Pr>j/y (pp) + potfgn <Pr*gn U (ET)

For small cross-section processes, it is reasonable to assume L = Lj.
This method has 2 advantages :
- it avoids simulations including diffuse spheres, etc., and is
"experimental".
- if new physics depending on pr appears for Pb-Pb, L will be bigger than
the geometrical size of nuclei.


